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Christi Haynes I My work brings a sense of energy and 
movement to the viewer through its play with depth and 
negative space. By the blending of geometric and 
organic abstract forms I create a fluid structure that 
comes off the wall and into the viewer's space. In this 
work I use the wall to embrace the structure and create a 
dialogue between the paper and the shadow coming 
from the cut profiles. Being able to cut, tear and bend my 
material is critical in the making of this formal piece. 

Devon Greig I In my search for validation, I have begun 
tell stories from my own life, explicitly referencing the 
tattoos on my body and their importance to me. I am not 
looking to fully explain each tattoo's meaning, but rather 
to have the audience confront the 3-D painted 
cardboard structures on a direct level, manifested in their 
own space rather than on my living flesh, so that the 
contrast between the two versions becomes an arena for 
dialogue. This raises more awareness of my personal 
mythology and gives my presence significance. 

Olivia Knauss I I explore the physicality of paint through 
pours, brushed on patterns and other additive materials. 
Each painting provides an uninhibited opportunity to play 
with mark making and color with no start or outcome in 
mind. It grows outwards from the first compositional mark, 
always being cognizant of the edges and the overall 
balance of forms. Through the work, I investigate the 
development of tension both in the formal making and 
the product. 

Jingwen Luo I My work is a conversation between natural 
world and human. I seek analogies between them and 
raise questions of where human stands in relation to the 
earth . Their similarities and contrasts. Their struggles and 
combats . Heavily engaged with bodily sensation and 
sense of time, the installations ask for the audiences' 
contextual response and reflection. 



Josh Mintz I This art is a form of escapism for me. Often 
sculptural and illustrative of monsters or human life forms, I 
approach the work with a doodler mindset. I cultivate a 
collision between real world scenarios and elements of a 
whimsical dystopia . These snapshots into the life of the 
human unconscious allows the viewer to enter into a 
realm of the bizarre . The small to medium scale requires 
the viewer's careful attention to understand the poignant 
storytelling. 

Emily Murphy I Art is not simply a human endeavor. 
Rather, it is largely a product of the natural world. I pull 
my art from such nature and find inspiration in its pre
existing beauty, forms, patterns, and inconsistencies. I 
recreate these moments of nature's art - embedding and 
displaying them in a materialistic manner, abstracting 
their formal elements, and preserving their innate flaws. 

Grace Porter I This work consists of elaborately 
composed cut paper structures. With color, shapes, 
pattern, and symmetrical placement, I take advantage 
of what the eye inherently wants to see, creating 
something harmonious and particular. The process 
encompasses a constant gathering and making of motifs 
and an intuitive play of arrangement. These 
arrangements grow outward from the center while also 
pulling the viewer in for a closer look. I combine an 
instinctual use of color and composition with a formal 

Taylor Jackson I I rummage through a treasure trove of 
memories and personal observations to create imagery 
that is critical of the heavily ingrained politics of skin color, 
beauty, and womanhood . My work questions the validity 
of dangerous "beautifying" rituals such as skin lightening. 
The work has a crude and visceral appearance. The 
progression of time is a major component of my work, as 
it shows the devastating consequences of continued 
reliance on these rituals. I want to demonstrate stages of 
the destruction of natural beauty. 
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